SOUR CHERRY FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO
Quick Exciting Tripe to Cherry Land!

Feels Can Happens Together in ALANIA
• Fantastic
• Romantic
• Nostalgic
A Few Words About Us
ALANIA is a brand launched by Alania company, a tobacco and cigarettes trading company, that operates the leading fleet for manufacturing, distributing and selling tobacco and cigarettes in the Middle East, Gulf Area and very soon in Europe. Right from the start, ALANIA set new benchmarks with product innovations, opening up new potentials and market opportunities for the tobacco industry. A completely innovative concept, ALANIA offers premium quality, reliable packaging designs, distinctive variety, and the best tobacco sources. When you hear ALANIA, you probably think of tobacco. But there’s a lot more.

Our Core Values
1- We are customer focused We will make sure our customers’ needs are always our main concern.
2- We stand for quality We will always provide premium natural and high-quality products.
3- We believe in accountability We will be open and transparent in our decision-making process.
4- We foster partnerships We make sure that our services are delivered in partnership with others and will involve our customers.
5- We strive for continuous improvement will regularly and critically review our services to improve them and to provide the best possible value.
6- We support our staff We will actively plan, deliver and evaluate individual, group and organizational learning and development in order to successfully achieve our business objectives.
7- We honor our code of ethics We will conduct ourselves pursuant to highest professional standards in accordance with our rules and code of conduct to it than just tobacco. In fact, the ALANIA basket overflows with a huge sells.
ICE COOL APPLE FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO

Feel Alaska In your Hands! Stay Cool! Don't Forget your Ice Apple!
5Gold Apple

Gold Winner in the Biggest competition In the world!
Bubble Flavor Can be Caught By Alania!

Alania: Quality Tobacco

Juicy Orange
Double Apple
Tasty Peach

Flavor
Hookah Tobacco
Blue Challenge on Sky with BlueBerry!

ICE MINT BLUEBERRY FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO
Cream Peach
SUPRIZING GIFT

alania
Quality Tobacco

Cream Peach
AMAZING TASTE

Cream PEACH
Flavor

alania
Quality Tobacco
Social Incredible Smoking Ice Cool Experience!

ICE COOL FRUITY FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO

alania Quality Tobacco

Ice Cool Fruity Flavor

Components:
Cherries, cranberries, icy sweet flavor

50g
Special Satisfaction flavor for Special person!

SOUR FRUITS FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO
alania
Quality Tobacco

THIN CUMIN FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO
Sound, Dream, Wish & So Pleasur!
two Lemon GREAT Love ice

The Highest Freshness + Cooling Sense in Lemon Challenge!
Milk Shake Blueberry
FLAVOR
hookah tobacco

alania
Quality Tobacco

Milk Shake Blueberry
Water Melon Ice

Tropical & Alaska Feels can gather in Watermelon Ice!
BLACK GRAPE FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO

alania
Quality Tobacco

Black GRAPE Flavor
HOOKAH TOBACCO

alania
Grape
Quality Tobacco

Components:
Tobacco, flavored Essence, Sweeteners

50g
COOL MOJITO FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO
Get The Best Combinations of Flavor Right!

alania
Quality Tobacco

Cool MOJITO Flavor

alania
Mojito

50g
components: lime, mint, ice
SOUR LEMON FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO
The Highest Freshness + Cooling Sense in Lemon Challenge!
Citrus Aurantium Jugglery on the Relaxing Space!

CITRUS AURANTIIUM FLAVOR
HOOAKH TOBACCO
TRADITIONAL KHANSAR FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO
GREEN MELON FLAVOR
HOOKAH TOBACCO
STAND

Shelf Display &
On The Table

NEW Edition

"ATTRACTIVE
DISPLAY"
Can Increase Share's Market
Fast & Keep Customer in Touch
Till Change Them to Loyalty Once!
ADD: No.1, 1st Alley, Golshan St., Apadana St., Sohrevardi Shomali St., Tehran, Iran.
Tel: +98 21 885 00 845
Fax: +98 21 885 01 370
Postal Code: 1554836916

Email: Exportmanager@seylanehsabz.com
Export@seylanehsabz.com
Website: www.seylanehsabz.com
www.Alaniaashisha.com

follow us on facebook
www.facebook.com/Alania